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Abstract. The author explains why traditional model of cognitive activity of a man must be changed in the epoch of
formation of information society. Key components of the system of information-cognitive activity are presented,
which is contemporary model of cognitive activity intended for interaction with new information reality.
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Changing of traditional model of cognitive
activity takes place through the transformation of its
structure at the expense of:
-deepening and extending of the sphere of thinking
activity (and understanding it as thinking activity);
- shifting of the component of information activity
(as a part of any activity) to independent, key
position;
- changing of the direction of interaction vector of a
man with external changing world to active research
quest.
The nucleus of ICA system is thinking
activity which we understand as the process of
activity development of different forms and kinds of
thinking - key tool of a man to achieve his goals. Our
approach to activity-based development of thinking
refers directly, in particular, to the position of Yu.
Gromyko, who generalizing the opinions of many
scientists arrived at the following conclusion:
understanding thinking as activity means that
thinking can and must be built as activity; we can set
goals in thinking, create instruments, means and
technologies, it is necessary constantly to elaborate
thinking standards, create its schematic, signsymbolic languages, as well as analyze and describe
processes of using knowledge about thinking. [8].
Understanding thinking as activity we first
of all wish to underline the importance of
independent acquaintance of thinking activity
experience by a learner, we believe that he must on
his own (relying upon his teacher's help, interacting
and communicating with other children):
a) test those operations by which facts are connected
into ideas and concepts, not just learn the inferences
of someone's thinking operations;
b) master different techniques and ways of thinking
actions, understand to what kind of problems they are
oriented first of all, and on this base be able to choose
the most effective in every specific situation;
c) elaborate and develop personal meanings,
mastering in the beginning the ready, and then

Introduction
Today global processes of informatization
penetrate into all spheres of living activity of society
and initiate creation of new in quality,
informationally and technologically saturated, sociocultural environment; close interaction with this
environment changes personal perception and
understanding of realities of renewed world, in the
same time forming its information space which is a
combination of generalized ideas of a man about
objects, events and phenomena of surrounding
information environment perceived by him in the
process of activity and reflected in his consciousness
[1-4].
In order to find out and use environmental
opportunities which determine content filling-up of
this space, its volume and stretching of its borders a
man must possess readiness and ability to think
critically, ability to see problems, analyze them and
find new information to elaborate variants of their
possible solutions independently, on his own [5-7].
Development of these specific personal
features can be provided most effectively in the
process of mastering and realization by a learner of
special kind of intellectual activity which is a
contemporary model of cognitive activity in times of
information civilization.
We shall call this new model of cognitive
activity information-cognitive activity (ICA) and
interpret it as a special kind of intellectual activity of
a man integrating thinking and information activities,
which must be realized by research approach.
We shall emphasize that fundamentally ICA
is formed by cognitive activity, taking into
consideration that in the cognition process human
consciousness is forming, his personality is
developing. In philosophic context consciousnes
means targeted reflection of external world,
preliminary mental construction of actions and
foreseeing their results, correct regulation and control
of the relations with reality performed by the man
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developing and transforming his own strategies of
thinking activity which go on inside the key, closely
connected with each other thinking activity
processes: communication, thinking activity ,
thinking, understanding and reflexion.
Key part of ICA is information activity main
target of which is satisfying information human needs
through
search,
collection,
systematization,
analytical-synthetic processing and storage of
information, its reproduction, duplication and
distribution. Information need can be characterized as
a need for information to solve specific task, realized
by the man. Developed ability of a man to perform
multi-aspect search and the most complete collection
of information sources (documents, containing
needed data) and the ability to provide information in
proper time and in proper form will provide
efficiency of research and development works (in
other words, cognition and transformation of reality),
increasing the quality of his life and activity [9].
Key component of ICA system is design and
research activity which organizes the course of the
process and construction of ICA structure, and is a
special form of cognitive activity - if we take into
consideration that cognition of reality is first of all is
a research, and its transformation is process of
designing and modeling. “Designing” we understand
as “thinking process about what is not available yet
but what must be”, “research” - as restoration of
some things order by their indirect attributes,
imprints of general law in specific random things
[10]. Correlation of the meanings of these notions
will allow to formulate the following: in designing
non-existing things are thought and modeled; in
research already existing things are analyzed. In other
words, designing and research are two sides of one
process - process of cognition and transforming of
external environment by a man.

transforming it into information-cognitive activity
intended for more efficient interaction of a man with
informatized reality, in the course of which his
subjective information space is being formed.
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Conclusion
So, described above components of ICA
structure - thinking, information and designingresearch activities are key components of its system.
Combination of their interrelations, intensification of
their interactions and mutual transitions allows to
change existing model of cognitive activity
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